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Nova deadliest earthquakes video worksheet

Switch to major video playback issues? | Closed captioningFunding for NOVA is provided by David H. Koch, the Corporation for Public Broadcasting, and PBS viewers. Original funding provided by the David H. Koch Fund for Science, HHMI, Corporation for Public Broadcasting, and PBS
Stations.Sponsored by: NOVA's Secrets Beneath the Ice homepage E-Mail Newsletter Shop NOVA In 2010, several epic earthquakes delivered one of the worst annual deaths on record. The most deadly attack in Haiti killed more than 200,000 people and reduced homes, hospitals, schools and the
presidential palace to rubble. Exclusively, a NOVA camera crew follows a team of U.S. geologists as they enter Haiti in the immediate aftermath of the tragedy. The team is looking for crucial evidence to help them determine exactly what happened underground and what the risks of a new killer
earthquake are. Just a month after the Haiti earthquake, Chile was hit by an earthquake 100 times more powerful, triggering a tsunami that put the entire Pacific coast on high alert. In a coastal city devastated by the rushing wave, NOVA follows a team of geologists as they battle aftershocks to measure
the displacement caused by the earthquake. Could their work, and that of geologists in the hot spots of the U.S. earthquake, one day lead to a breakthrough in earthquake prediction before they happen again? NOVA investigates compelling new clues in this profound scientific conundrum. (Premiered
January 11, 2011) Loading... 4th, 5th, 6th, 7th, 8th, 9th, 10th, 11th, 12th, HomeschoolPage 23rd, 4th, 5th, 6th, 7th, 8th, 9th, 10th, 11th, 12th, HomeschoolPage 32nd, 3rd, 3rd, 3rd, 3rd, 4th, 5th, 6th, 7th, 8th, 9th, 10th, 11th, 12th, Higher Education, Adult Education, HomeschoolPage 46th, 7th°, 8th, 9th,
10th, 11th, 12th, Higher Education, Adult Education, Homeschool Earth Science Ideas from Teachers Atmosphere Chasing El Niño Students collect articles (from newspapers) magazines and the Internet) for a period of three to four days... Earthquakes Day the Earth Shook, The After watching NOVA's
The Day the Earth Shook program and discussing the dangers of earthquakes, students are given a challenge to build an anti-ism building... Killer Quake! It is difficult to resist a killer earthquake, but adequate earthquake protection techniques can help minimize its effects ... Deadly volcano alert Create
worksheets created by your teacher. The worksheet should be in four sections... Geology A man, a plan, a canal - Panama I can see how I could include this program in my inventions (they had to create unique machines to complete the task) and forms of the ground scientific units (the isthmus)... Curse
of T. rex This learning game can be used with the NOVA Curse of T. rex program... Day the Earth Shook, The After NOVA's The Day the Earth Shook program and discussing the dangers of earthquakes, students are given a challenge to build an anti-ism building... Mortal shadow of Vesuvius that I will
attract in science this year and I think there are some clips I could use from NOVA's Deadly Shadow of Vesuvius program... Everest - The Death Zone Right before we started our mini-unit on Everest I spotted a man who was a climber and brought slides and his climbing gear and explained how
everything worked... Killer Quake! It is difficult to resist a killer earthquake, but adequate earthquake protection techniques can help minimize its effects ... Lost on Everest Immediately before starting our mini-unit on Everest I spotted a man who was a climber and brought slides and his climbing gear and
explained how everything worked... NOVA scienceNOW: Fastest Glacier Students will use GIS and authentic datasets from scientists studying Greenland's glaciers to find out how fast the glacier is melting... Volcano under the city From three or four scenarios, based on real volcanic data, students will
determine the probability of volcanic eruptions of each detailed volcano... Deadly volcano alert Create worksheets created by your teacher. The worksheet should be in four sections... The volcanoes of Deep NOVA's Volcanoes of the Deep program are an excellent example of life in conditions we wouldn't
consider favorable... Avalanche of meteorology! We plan to do a series of two to four hour lessons on survival... Chasing El Niño Students collect articles (from newspapers, magazines and the Internet) for a period of three or four days ... Sinking City of Venice This is an eight-week unit that I developed
using NOVA materials and others. Venice, Italy, has often been called the most beautiful city in the world. It might even be the most unusual... What happens with time? Have students calculate whether there is enough energy (resource) to power the United States or the world on renewable energy
sources such as solar, biomass, and wind ... Avalanche of natural disasters! We plan to do a series of two to four hour lessons on survival... Chasing El Niño Students collect articles (from newspapers, magazines and the Internet) for a period of three or four days ... Day the Earth Shook, The After
watching NOVA's The Day the Earth Shook program and discussing the dangers of earthquakes, students are given a challenge to build an anti-ism building... Deadly Shadow of Vesuvius This year I'm going to inive forms of land into science and I think there are some clips I could use from NOVA's
Deadly Shadow of Vesuvius program... Killer Quake! It is difficult to resist a killer earthquake, but adequate earthquake protection techniques can help minimize its effects ... Navigation A Man, A Plan, A Canal -- Panama I can see how I could include this program in my inventions (they had to unique
machines to complete the task) and forms of the ground scientific units (the isthmus)... Lost at Sea - Longitude NOVA's Lost at Sea: The Search for Longitude program offers an exciting insight into sea navigation and how that skill shaped the world Deadly Shadow of Vesuvius Volcanoes This year I will
ineive forms of land into science and I think there are some clips I could use from NOVA's Deadly Shadow of Vesuvius program... Volcano under the city From three or four scenarios, based on real volcanic data, students will determine the probability of volcanic eruptions of each detailed volcano...
Deadly volcano alert Create worksheets created by your teacher. The worksheet should be in four sections... The volcanoes of Deep NOVA's Volcanoes of the Deep program are an excellent example of life in conditions we wouldn't consider favorable... Favorable...
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